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ABOUT IFMA PHILLY
Chartered in 1985, the Greater Philadelphia Chapter

of IFMA has over 300 members and is the leading

Facility Management organization in the

Philadelphia region. Our purpose is to provide high

quality educational programs and networking

opportunities for Facility Managers and industry

related professionals. We have a vibrant and

dedicated Executive Board guiding the chapter and

are extremely grateful to our sponsors and

volunteers who enable us to achieve these goals for

our members, allowing them to stay informed, stay

connected and meet career objectives!
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https://ifmaphilly.org/


by Steve Lanciano

The Philadelphia Navy Yard has gone through amazing transformations in recent years and the efforts of
developers like Ensemble and contractors like the Gilbane Building Company have insured that there is
much more to come. Gilbane hosted the IFMA membership at their Navy Yard offices on October 14th.
Carol Horne Penn, Senior Business Development Manager, introduced Ensemble Real Estate Investments
and members of the Gilbane team to give IFMA a behind the scenes peek at the development of the Navy
Yard to date as well as plans for an ambitious future.
“It was our pleasure to invite IFMA members to our home at the Navy Yard. We are hopeful that
those that joined us learned a bit more about the amazing vision for the Philadelphia Navy Yard, the
drivers of the Life Sciences opportunities in Philadelphia and Gilbane’s role both at the Navy Yard
and with other projects. We look forward to working with your members.” – Carol Horne Penn
Nelson Way, Ensemble Real Estate Investments, provided a brief history of the real estate interests at the
Navy Yard as well as how they are helping to advance the vision for the future. Nelson emphasized the
unique geographical advantage at the Navy Yard. Not only is it comparable in size to the Center City
Business District but it is also positioned in a “triangle” with center city and University City that doesn’t exist
anywhere else in the country. Add that to its proximity to New York City and D.C. as well as being next door
to the Philadelphia International Airport and the Navy Yard becomes an ideal spot for development and
growth. Not the least of which will include a massive push for lab space for Life Sciences. The Navy Yard is
currently being developed in three phases for a projected total investment of $6 billion. Along with plans for
life science labs, we can also anticipate the development of residential units, a luxury hotel, and a mix of
office and retail space along the waterfront. All of this with an ever-diligent eye toward Environmental
Social Governance (ESG).
 Continued on next page
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Gilbane’s Vice President of Life Sciences, Jose Jimenez, educated IFMA members on what it takes to build
state of the art lab spaces.Philadelphia is currently the 8th largest life sciences city in the country and with
only 5% vacancy at present, more space is needed. Gilbane is in the top 10 among life sciences builders in
the U.S. Jose places emphasis on a high level of technical expertise and planning in undertaking these types
of builds. From extensive pre-construction collaboration to details such as vibration and redundancy, lab
space presents many challenges, but the team at Gilbane is up to the task and the Navy Yard is where it is
all happening.
The Gilbane Company was founded in 1870 as a carpentry shop. They currently employ over 2,900 people
with annual revenue of $6.2 billion and 45+ offices worldwide. They have exhibited a dedication to ESG
and to partnering with minority businesses and suppliers.
But life science labs aren’t the only concentration at the Navy Yard. Terry McKenna is the residential builder
for the Gilbane Company. He has been tasked with erecting buildings that will house 611 units. Residential
building was formerly restricted at the Navy Yard, but that deed restriction was lifted. The ability to add
residential units to the area will help make the Navy Yard an idyllic place to live, work, and play. Terry also
reinforced the efforts that the Gilbane Company is doing to support their minority partners. 
We have only witnessed the beginning of some amazing development at the Navy Yard. From its beginnings
as Southwark Yard in 1801, a home for a newly formed U.S. Navy, to a home for the advancement for life
sciences, the Philadelphia Navy Yard continues to be a truly remarkable space
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IFMA GOLF OUTING
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How to
become a
member

To join the Greater

Philadelphia Chapter of

IFMA, you must first join

IFMA National by selecting

a membership category and

then adding a Chapter

Membership from the

Alphabetical list of

Chapters (under “G” for

“Greater”).y

You may also decide if you

want to become a member

in one of the National

Councils, a Community of

Practice, or subscribe to

IFMA’s FMJ (Facility

Management Journal)

magazine. These additional

memberships and

subscriptions are optional.

IDear IFMA Members,

Welcome everyone to the 2022-2023 year of the IFMA Philadelphia Chapter! I

hope this is the year that we see our lives and work places get back to normal. A

“new normal” for sure! I am honored to be your President for the coming year. First,

I want to thank Kayla for the last two years and all that she has done to breathe

new life into our Chapter! The Board and all our Committee Chairs and co-chairs

are ready to make this a very exciting year filled with education, tours, our

fabulous golf outing in October and many more exciting opportunities to

collaborate and engage with our facility managers and sponsors.

This year we want to hear from you. What do you need from us? What can we do

better? Go ahead, lay it on us, we can take it! Are there specific things you want

to learn; places you want to tour? Please send your notes to our chapter

administrator, Bridget Schalki, at bschalki@barrhorstman.com.

Now for the really big questions – how can we get you involved? We need

volunteers to support our Chair people. We need help with events. We would love

you to get involved in any way. Please reach out to me at Cdteears@yahoo.com or

our Vice President, George Courtnye, at gcourtnye@hpplans.com.

In closing, I look forward to meeting each and every one of you. Your Philadelphia

chapter is planning a lot of fun this year. Ge involved, be a part of the fun, let your

voice be heard and most of all become a vital part of the chapter and serve!

Colleen Teears

President

IFMA, Greater Philadelphia Chapter

A MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT
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FM SPOTLIGHT
 

Join us in celebrating our members who

were highlighted in Q3 of 2022!

https://ifmaphilly.org/spotlight-members/
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by Rafael Torres
Director of Operations for the Philadelphia Office

In today’s competitive marketplace, providing a healthier indoor environment can help establish your building as a

premiere property. Numerous studies have shown the productivity benefits of workspaces with healthy indoor

environments. According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), airborne pollutants can be two to five times

higher indoors than outdoors. Many indoor air quality (IAQ) issues can be prevented through proactive planning

during the design, construction, commissioning, and operating stages of a building. 

Attention to IAQ has never been more important than it is in this new era of COVID. Operating in this new normal

and returning to office spaces has made IAQ a top concern for many employees and employers alike. Sharing office

space is critical for collaboration, community, and culture; however, labor shortages make it tough to demand a

return to work, especially without health and safety assurances. Considering how easy it is to spread illnesses in a

busy office, building cleanliness and air quality should be a top priority in the modern office environment. Companies

that want to address concerns to facilitate a safe return to work, will have to implement measures to improve IAQ or

be very intentional about renting workspaces where the building owner is able to demonstrate those measures. 

There are several health and safety strategies one can implement to meet the growing demand for an optimal in-

person work experience. Assessing present IAQ conditions using direct-read instrumentation and applicable

analytical methodologies can ensure a more comfortable and productive working environment via monitoring of

potential indicator chemicals and pollutants. Conducting moisture assessments and preparing management plans to

address water-impacted building materials will help identify water intrusion issues quickly while also reducing the

likelihood of mold-related issues. Further, the development of corrective action/recommendations to address and

rectify potential IAQ issues provides direction and solutions when issues arise. Periodic and documented IAQ

assessments can accurately and effectively diagnose a building’s environment before potential issues become

occupant concerns.

The benefits of a proactive approach include, increased marketability and value, reduced liability, optimized building

operations, and enhanced tenant relationships. The many benefits of proactive IAQ programs often help building

owners and facility managers realize an immediate ROI. Facilities of all types can benefit from this health and safety

approach to improving indoor environments.  

For more information on Hillmann’s services please contact Kayla at kpaonessa@hillmannconsulting.com

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT POST
PANDEMIC, HOW ARE YOU MANAGING?

mailto:kpaonessa@hillmannconsulting.com
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Join Bala Consulting Engineers on
November  16th from 5:30pm to 7pm at
443 S. Gulph Road, King of Prussia, PA
for a presentation and tour of the facility 

Holiday 
Party

12/7/22
Parx

Casino
Facility Manager 

IFMA  Philly Associate
Member/Vendor

Non - Members

Student IFMA Philly Member

$ 85

$ 125

$ 150

$ 85

Health and Sustainability
with Bala Consulting

https://ifmaphilly.org/events-u/

